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Transformation of the Soul in the Divine 
Will 
May 28 

 
 

VI - The Hope of the New Heaven and the New Earth (CCC) 
1043 Sacred Scripture calls this mysterious renewal, which will transform humanity and the 

world, “new heavens and a new earth.”632 

 
Apocalypse (Revelation) 21:1 

And I saw a new heaven and a new earth. For the first heaven and the first earth was gone, 
and the sea is now no more. 

 

From the Book of Heaven 
V13 – Oct. 6, 1921 - "If man is horrible in the state of guilt, he is also beautiful in 
the state of grace and of doing good. Good, be it even the tiniest, is the bright point 
of man. As he does good, he undergoes a celestial, angelic and Divine 
transformation. His goodwill drags his whole being to one single point; therefore, 
good is his thought, his word, his heartbeat, his motion, his step - everything is light, 
inside and outside of him. His air is balmy and vital; and whoever approaches him 
places himself in safety. How beautiful, gracious, attractive, lovable, striking is the 
soul in grace, in doing good; so much so that I Myself remain enamored! Each good 
she does is one more shade of beauty that she acquires; it is a greater likeness to 
her Creator, which makes her be distinguished as His child; it is Divine Power that 
she puts in circulation. All the goods she does are spokesmen between Heaven and 
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earth; they are the couriers, the electric wires which maintain the communication 
with God." 
 

V30 – Dec. 25, 1931 – “…My Will knows how to change and give the 

Transformation, and form the Noble Grafting—from human to Divine…” 

V30 – Apr. 23, 1932 – “…One Act of It (Divine Wil)—since It possesses Complete 

Power, as much if It works in the human act, as by Itself—can bring Innovation, 

Transformation over everything, and makes rise again New Things that did not 

exist before…” 

V31 – Nov. 27, 1932 - “Here, therefore, the necessity for the Knowledges about the 

Divine Will, and We make them degree by degree so that the creature appreciates 

this Gift so Great, that We want to Gratuitously give her.  Knowledge generates the 

appetite, the desire to know more, and the human volition disposes itself, little by 

little, to undergo the Transformation, the Unification of the Divine Will…” 

V31 – Feb. 12, 1933 - We want to use the Sanctifying Virtue, but We want that 
she lend herself to receiving the Transformation of Our Holy Acts in hers, in order 
to receive Our Sanctifying Virtue.  If the soul doesn’t remain together with Us, and 
doesn’t unite her little work to Our Great Work, it would be for Us as if We wanted 
to develop Our Work of Love over inanimate things that neither feel nor know 
anything of the Good that they receive; and for them He would be as a distant God, 
whom they neither know nor love.   
 

V31 – Feb. 24, 1933 – “…Therefore, everything I have manifested about My Will, 
is enclosed in these words alone:  ‘May Your Will be done on earth as It is in 
Heaven.’  In these few words are contained abysses of Graces, of Sanctity, of Light, 
and abysses of communication and Divine Transformations between the Creator 
and creature…” 
 
V32 – Oct. 22, 1933 – “…Such is Our Will.  It makes Itself Revealer and lets the 
creature know what It does and what It wants to do, and It makes her the Great 
Surprise of Our Divine Being.  But who can tell you where the creature reaches and 
what she can do by possessing Our Will as Life?  The True Transformation and 
Consummation of the creature in God happens, and God takes the active part and 
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He says:  ‘Everything is Mine, and I do everything in this creature.’  It is the True 
Divine Wedding in which God cedes His Divine Being to His beloved creature…” 
 
V35 – Nov. 7, 1937 – “…They, themselves, will yearn to know more Truths, which 
will form the beginning of the Day of My Divine Will.  This beginning of the Day 
will increase the Light and the Love; all things will turn into Good for the creatures; 
passions will lose the power to make them fall into sin.  One can say that they will 
feel the first Order of the Divine Good, which will facilitate their actions for them.  
They will feel a Strength with which they can do everything, since its Primary 
Virtue is exactly this:  to inject in the soul a Transformation of her nature in Good.  
So, feeling the Great Good of the beginning of the Day, they will long for the Day to 
advance.  They will then know more Truths that will form the Full Day…” 
 

V36 – Dec. 5, 1938 - “There is such a Union and a Transformation that, those who 

Live in Our Will, and We, Ourselves, understand each other without talking—We 

speak without words.  This the Greatest Gift that We can give to the creature:  to 

speak with her breath and motion.  She identified with Us in so much, that We use 

the same modes with her that We use with Ourselves.  Since Our Divine Being is all 

Word and voice, when We do not want, We do not let anybody hear.  Therefore, be 

attentive and let My Will guide you in everything.”  

FIAT! 


